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© Max's personality should take about 10 minutes, has 76 questions, and gives you totally free results when you're done. Each question asks you to finish a sentence with one of two answers. For example, one of the questions reads this: When around other people, I..., and you have to choose to either start a conversation or keep
yourself. The results page shows four areas of personality and points to the ones you are more likely to be, such as judging perception, and probing over intuition. This creates your type of 4-letter personality like INTJ, which means strategist. The results will also prompt what percentage of the population has the same type of personality
you have, as well as careers and celebrities who share your same personality type. Tip: To get results for more than just your personality type - including multiple intelligences, learning styles and brain hemispheres - enable these results before the test starts. You get a lot more questions with each additional type of test, up to more than
200 for all four. According to Amber Viescas Since developing the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator in 1962, people have been fascinated by personality tests. And it's easy to see why; they claim to keep secrets of the personality that underpins human interaction. Personality tests are often used by businesses to screen employees or people
looking for the perfect partner, but they are growing popular online. In the modern Internet era, the most common form of personality test is a simple questionnaire such as Which Pop Star Are You? or what is your color of the soul? Select a set of profiles. These profiles will be the final states of your personality test. For example, Myers-
Briggs had 16 types based on four dihotomies. Most personality tests have 5 to 20 end --- enough to make a wide range, but not enough to make it too complicated. Re-target the qualities of these profiles. The most successful personality tests have profiles that focus on positive and neutral qualities, sometimes balancing them with
negative qualities. People will enjoy a test that gives them extra reflection. Create end states for your personality test. Each destination must have a profile summary, a brief description, and a list of qualities associated with that profile. It also helps to include a notable graphic or list of famous people who share the personality type as a
tester. Do your qualities in matters. For example, you can give the tester a script and ask them to choose an answer to it. For example, what would you do if you found a wallet on the ground? Create three to five responses that match profiles you've made before. Make them as clear and neutral as possible. However ambiguous the
answers are, the more satisfied the tester will be with the result. Choose a set of values and how it contributes to a winning profile. By default, most replies Personality test give the tester one point per one or more profiles, and the profile with the highest number of points is the winner. If some issues are more important than others, make
them worth more points. Write an introduction to the test. Make it catchy and fun, or anything that suits your goal for the personality test. They say that home is where the heart is, so our homes need to perfectly match our personalities, characteristics and quirks. There is something incredibly satisfying about having your home decorated
in such a way that you feel 100% comfortable and truly yourself. So how can we ensure that our homes mirror our hearts? We spoke to experts on the Homes redcandy.co.uk website and asked them to identify seven popular personality traits and what these people should consider when decorating... Joe Daniel PriceGetty Images 1.
PERFECTIONIST If you are a particularly fussy decorator, then you do not surprisingly want your house to be as close to perfect as possible. The feature of the walls is a good way to incorporate color and texture into neat and organized parameters. You can then choose accessories based on the color of the feature wall to keep the
theme shape across the room. Do not be postponed with the help of special walls in rooms, except for living areas, such as bathrooms or kitchen. Thin, sophisticated prints can work wonders in these rooms too. Keep printing simple and thin so as not to outperaust the room and make it too busy. Rachel Whiting 2. TECH-WHIZ For those
obsessed with the latest technology, the home's elegant, minimalist decor is perfect. Take advantage of interior design technology that can hide TV screens at the bottom of the bed and enclose the mess behind the sliding door. Take inspiration from the gadgets you use and love with vintage movie prints. Getty Images 3. ZEN SEEKER
This person's goal is to create an environment that is peaceful, comfortable and inspiring - an environment that doesn't need dressing because it already looks stunning and relaxed. To achieve this look, hold on to erase the wipe from over-occupied prints and bright colors. Opt for a natural palette and subtle patterns. Include clean open
spaces by installing built-in storage for hidden mess and stress. Getty Images 4. TRAVELLER This person may find him being eager to explore the world but, with the right decor, you can bring authenticity to your doorstep. Souvenirs from your travels make perfect decorations, so make sure you have plenty of surface area to display
them. And don't worry about the inconsistency of your collection, embrace it and let them dictate the color scheme. Getty Images 5. SOCIALITE If your personality is bold and beautiful, reflect that in your home and dare to use colors that others may shy away from. Create areas, both indoors and outdoors, which are ideal for and
experiments with tonal lighting to reflect the mood of the party. 6. RETRO LOVER If you often find yourself hunting down Gems, embrace your favorite era and use it as inspiration for your interior design. Turn to independent and charity shops for one kind of vintage finds. You can also find good quality retro furniture online at a reasonable
price. 7. BUSY BODY If you are a busy person, you will not have time to faff around with intricate decorations and perfectly matching color coordination. Instead, keep your home low maintenance and low-key. Think white walls, with your favorite color intertwined in accessories or a feature of the wall. Avoid unnecessary ornaments and
surfaces that will lead to additional dust. Create a room to escape when your busy schedule hits you – the coastal theme works well in this space. This content is created and supported by a third party and imported into this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about it and similar
content piano.io the first time I tried it, I was 16. I was a bit inquisitive, a bit scared - but I couldn't help myself and did it anyway. The last time was about a week ago. Every time, I learned a little more about myself, some of them uncomfortable detection. I'm not talking about drugs or the back neck, it's about personality tests. But what if,
instead of being my own weird little hobby, it was a corporate requirement? What if my boss asked me to take one of these tests and then proceeded to evaluate my performance, my career opportunities, my performance-based personality? Suddenly, the fun becomes scary, and more than a little creepy. However, this is happening
increasingly in companies across America, from DuPont to Best Buy to Toyota. They are investing large sums of money to find out what types of employees they have - and who they want more of. The truth is that these trials come in and out of fashion, and now they are back with a venty. They won the greatest power in the 1950s as a
means of creating homogenized bureaucracies filled with carbon copies of the most hard-working employees. (William H. White famously swayed this approach in his classic 1956 guide, The Organization Man, even including an app on how to cheat tests. Rule No. 1: When asking for the word association or comments about the world,
give the most conventional, run-of-the-mill, pedestrian response possible.) By the 1990s, however, how could anyone make the case for describing the ideal type of employee when everything in business culture was about creativity, innovation and individuality? Today's trials attempt to re-re-re-establish the aspirations of the 1950s to the
perfect employee with a belief in the personality of the 1990s. They include some achievements in academic personality studies and have been made gender and race neutral. So, what do you do when you come across one? And just what Company? To find out, I re-indulged in my addiction. Sing your themes Today's personality tests
are less about comparing expected performance performance others and more about discovering things about work that motivate you. Today's personality tests are less about comparing expected performance with others and more about discovering things about the work that motivates you. The idea is to help employees and managers
understand and appreciate each other's individual styles and biggest strengths, so working together becomes smoother, and so employees can be comparable to robots where they will naturally be bone. We're looking for something that's hard wired into a man. What do people naturally gravitate to, where they get lost at the moment,
where they get intense pleasure? says Wanda Allman, Gallup's global practice leader for talent-based hiring. Gallup's StrengthsFinder, based on 25,000 interviews with highly effective international executives, aims to identify these core talents. After a computer test that takes about 15 minutes, StrengthsFinder tells you which five themes
(out of 34) dominate your personality. Topics such as team (tendency to take responsibility for the situation) and restorative (energized by problem solving). The idea is that different roles will better suit you depending on which topics dominate. Laser-focused companies, as well as innovation, are looking to figure out which types make up
their best performers in each job category so they can replicate them. Employers are also using personality tests as a way to deal with increasingly sophisticated job candidates. When everyone knows polished answers to a difficult interview question, it's just too hard to figure out who player A is and who the problem is. Some people are
terrific in interviews, but then they get to work, and that's a different story, says Kathleen P. Frank, president of Augur Inc., a New Jersey-based company that operates the Forecast Index (PI) tool and advises for 52 companies. PiS measures extroversion, dominance, patience, formality, judgmental thinking, energy and morale, asking
people to describe themselves and how others see them by checking a series of adjectives. For example, I tried PI and learned that I have two standard deviations above average in terms of energy levels and that I hate formality at work. There's not one TypePersonality test not used solely as a hiring or promotion screen, but also matter
as a learning tool and tool to build a team within companies. The Myers-Briggs (MBTI) type indicator, for example, is for this purpose only. There are 16 personality types, and none are better or worse than any other, says Linda W. Berens, founder of TRI, a California-based company that trains workshop executives. But does your HR
department think it's the perfect type? I've seen some situations where people have to wear their type of name tag and they'll say things like: I'm an ISTJ, so I can't be creative, or I'm ANTJ, so I don't have the skills and it's just not true, says says Everyone can learn, and all these traits have different levels of intensity in each person. Too
bad that often, trying to make this test simple to understand, people make it overly simplified in their application. Prepare Not to be important, what test you may face, you can't really learn from a personality test. The whole point of one is to find out that your first and most natural reaction is in this situation. But you can prepare. Don't let
yourself be surprised at the next interview asking you to take the test. Search the company's website and recent business articles as part of standard interview preparation and find out if valuations are often used. If so, read the book about the theory. In the case of StrengthsFinder, it's called Now, discover your strengths. The Myers-
Briggs type indicator has entire shelves of books dedicated to it in any bookstore. Taking the time to understand the intent and logic of personality tests will not only settle your nerves before addressing them, but will also make for a more dynamic conversation with your potential employer. Even if the test you're asked to pass is different
from the one you read, many principles are consistent, as are entire companies that use them as a valuation tool. Ask all the right QuestionsHere at Fast Company, our top executives and editors were recently asked to take mbti's valuation and submit their results to HR, resulting in more than a bit of anxiety. What will the results be used
for? Who would see them? What if my type didn't match what the boss thought he wanted in a man at the management level? It turns out that this is all an issue every applicant should feel confident asking their managers or potential personality administration managers a test. Try to understand why your manager is interested in
personality theory. Remember that this process gives you as much insight into the philosophy of corporate governance as the test will give the company your personal philosophy. They can be useful learning tools, says Lara Kammrat, who teaches management at columbia's Graduate School of Business but is worried about other uses
because of their very low ability to predict actual behavior in the workplace. Don't worry Cheating And that's why it's not unreasonable to think of personality tests as tests at all. Don't try to play the test, says Steffanie L. Wylk, a management professor at Wtorton. If they are well designed, they will have lie scales built in this will show if you
respond in a way that is not consistent. As you can imagine appearing on the radar as trying to cheat won't be imposed on you by your interviewer. And in the team building scenario, it won't demonstrate much trust in your colleagues. Instead, use the test as a learning opportunity. He can start a conversation with your boss about what
really motivates you and why you don't feel 100% engaged in your job outright Or it could That you would be a complete black well in the division where you thought you really wanted a position. And just think: If you cheat successfully and land a job presenting yourself as someone else other than who you are, you're likely to be miserable
the moment you step into work. You just don't want an environment that won't be let down by your style, says Willk. You choose them as much as they choose you.
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